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On a Theorem of Ikuta, Ito and Munemasa 
EIICHI BANNAI 
In this paper we give a short and alternative proof of the theorem of Ikuta, Ito and 
Munemasa [3] that a pseudo-cyclic association scheme of type Zm (an elementary abelian 
z-group) is amorphic. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X =(X, {R,},,o,,,,.,,,) be a commutative association scheme. Let A, be the 
adjacency matrix with respect to the relation R;, and let E,,, E,, . , E, be the 
primitive idempotents of the Bose-Mesner algebra A = (A,,, A,, . . , Ad). The 
character table P of the commutative association scheme X is the square matrix P of 
size(d+l)x(d+l)definedby 
(A,, AZ,. . . , A,) = (E,, E2,. . , Ed)P. 
We refer the reader to ]2] for the basic notation and properties of association schemes. 
Also, we refer the reader to [3] for the basic properties of amorphic association 
schemes and pseudo-cyclic association schemes of type G, for a finite group G. Here 
we repeat some of the basic definitions. 
DEFINITION 1. For a finite group G, a pseudo-cyclic association scheme X is said to 
be of type G if the essential part p0 (i.e. the right-lower d x d submatrix of P) of 
the character table P of the association scheme X is given by the group multiplication 
table of the group G, i.e. 
where x, y E G and qz E @ (for z E G), by a suitable rearrangement of rows and 
columns. 
DEFINITION 2. An association scheme X is called amorphic (amorphous) if any 
partition of {R,, RZ, . . , Rd} gives a subscheme (fusion scheme) of the association 
scheme X. 
THEOREM A (Ikutu, Ito and Munemasa [3]). An association scheme of type Zy (an 
elementary abelian 2-group of order 2”) is amorphic. 
In this paper, we give a rather straightforward proof of Theorem A by induction on 
m. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM A 
The following result is easily proved (and also well known). The proof is left to the 
reader (cf. [3]). 
The parameters (as well as the character table P) of an amorphic pseudo-cyclic 
association scheme are determined uniquely only by 1x1 and the class number d (up to 
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the rearrangements of the relations Rj and the primitive idempotents E;). To be more 
precise, each row and column of the essential part P,, of the character table P of an 
amorphic pseudo-cyclic association scheme of class d consists of one number A and 
d - 1 numbers B (A f B), where both A and B are uniquely determined only by 1x1 
and d if d > 2. If d = 2, then it consists of two numbers A and B (A # B) which are 
determined uniquely as a set only by 1x1 without regard to whether X is symmetric or 
non-symmetric. (We remark in passing that an amorphic pseudo-cyclic association 
scheme X of d = 2 is non-symmetric iff 1x1 = 3 (mod 4). For d > 2, it is always 
symmetric.) 
Now we start our proof of Theorem A. 
(a) Since the case d = 2 is trivially true, first we treat the case d = 22 = 4. The 
essential part P,, is given as follows, without loss of generality: 
a b c d 
PTb a d c 
0 
c d a b’ 
d c b a 
Here the symbol a corresponds to the identity element of 2:. Now, let us note the fact 
that each of the subgroups of order 2 gives a (necessarily amorphic) pseudo-cyclic 
association scheme of class 2. (We remark that this subscheme with d = 2 must be 
symmetric because the subdegree of this scheme is even. However, this remark is 
logically not needed in the proof.) By using the lemma (see [l]) that the row sums in 
each block in the character table corresponding to the partitions (of the Ri and the E,) 
of the subscheme are constant, we obtain the following three relations corresponding 
to the three subgroups {a, b}, {a, c} and {a, d} respectively: 
(a + b, c + d) = (A, B) or (B, A) (2.1) 
(a + c, b + d) = (A, B) or (B, A), 
(a + d, b + c) = (A, B) or (B, A) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
From (2.1) and (2.2), we obtain b = c or a = d (but not both); from (2.1) and (2.3), we 
obtain b = d or a = c (but not both); and from (2.2) and (2.3), we obtain c = d or a = b 
(but not both). Now, we can conclude that three of a, b, c, d must coincide, from 
which we conclude that the association scheme X is amorphic (cf. Theorem 1.2 in [3]). 
(b) Now we treat the general case d = 2” by induction on m. Without loss of 
generality, we may assume that PO is composed of blocks of size 4 x 4 corresponding to 
the cosets of the group ZF by the subgroup {a, b, c, d} of order 4. Then each block is 
written as 
ea eb ec ed 
eb ea ed ec 
ec ed ea eb 
ed ec eb ea 
for some element e of Zy. Corresponding to each subgroup of order 2 of the group 
{a, b, c, d}, we obtain an amorphic pseudo-cyclic association scheme of type Zy-’ of 
class d = 2m-1. In each block of size 4 x 4, row sums are either A + B or 2B, where the 
two numbers A and B are those for amorphic pseudo-cyclic association schemes of size 
1x1 and of class d = 2”-‘. (Among the 2”-2 blocks in the uppermost part of p0, there is 
exactly one block the row sums of which are A + B.) Now, by considering the 
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subschemes corresponding to the three subgroups of order 2 of {a, 6, c, d}, we can 
conclude by exactly the same argument as in the case d = 2’ that three of ea, eb, ec, ed 
coincide if the row sum in the block is A + B, and that ea = eb = ec = ed if the row sum 
is 2B. This implies that the association scheme is amorphic, which completes the 
proof of Theorem A. 
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